Abstract-This paper presents two proactive resource allocation algorithms, called RBA* and OBA, for asynchronous real-time distributed systems. The algorithms consider an application model where timeliness requirements are expressed using Jensen's benefit functions and propose adaptation functions to describe anticipated application workload during future time intervals. Furthermore, the algorithms consider an adaptation model, where application processes are dynamically replicated for sharing workload increases and a switched real-time Ethernet network as the underlying system model. Given such models, the objective of the algorithms is to maximize aggregate application benefit and minimize aggregate missed deadline ratio. Since determining the optimal allocation is computationally intractable, the algorithms heuristically compute near-optimal resource allocations in polynomialtime. While RBA* analyzes process response times to determine resource allocation decisions, which is computationally expensive, OBA analyzes processor overloads to compute its decisions in a much faster way. RBA* incurs a quadratic amortized complexity in terms of process arrivals for its most computationally intensive component when DASA is used as the underlying scheduling algorithm, whereas OBA incurs a logarithmic amortized complexity for the corresponding component. Our benchmark-driven experimental studies reveal that RBA* produces a higher aggregate benefit and lower missed deadline ratio than OBA.
INTRODUCTION
A SYNCHRONOUS real-time distributed systems are emerging in many domains, including defense, telecommunication, and industrial automation, for the purpose of strategic mission management [1] . Such systems are fundamentally distinguished by the significant runtime uncertainties that are inherent in their application environment and system resource states [1] , [2] , [3] . Consequently, it is difficult to postulate upper bounds on application workloads for such systems that will always be respected at runtime. Thus, they violate the deterministic foundations of hard real-time theory that ensure that all timing constraints are always satisfied under deterministic postulations of application workloads and execution environment characteristics.
To deal with such nondeterminisms, recent advances in real-time and distributed systems research [29] have produced quality of service (QoS) technologies that allow applications to specify and negotiate real-time requirements. The real-time QoS techniques consider application models where applications can operate at multiple, discrete "levels" of service. A level is a strategy for doing an applications' work and is characterized by resource usages such as CPU and network utilization, a QoS dimension such as timeliness of computations, and a user-specified benefit. Thus, if all timing requirements of all applications cannot be satisfied at runtime (due to the workload hypothesis being violated at runtime), then an adaptation mechanism can determine the "right level" of QoS to optimize a system-wide criteria such as maximizing aggregate benefit. Examples of such QoS techniques are presented in [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] .
In this paper, we advance the real-time QoS technology by presenting two proactive resource allocation algorithms, called RBA* and OBA, for asynchronous real-time distributed systems. The algorithms are proactive in the sense that they allow user-triggered resource allocation for user-specified, arbitrary, application workload patterns.
We consider an application model that consists of transnode periodic and aperiodic tasks that have end-to-end timeliness requirements that are expressed using Jensen's benefit functions [3] . Further, we propose the concept of adaptation functions for describing the anticipated application workload during future time intervals. The functions are user-specified, can have arbitrary shapes, and may be dynamically modified to express the future application workload that is anticipated at a given time. Furthermore, we consider an adaptation model for the application, where subtasks (or processes) of application tasks are replicated at runtime for sharing workload increases, and a switched real-time Ethernet network as the underlying system model.
Given such application, adaptation, and system models, our objective is to maximize the aggregate application benefit and to minimize the aggregate application missed deadline ratio during future time intervals described by the adaptation functions. Note that the adaptation functions specify arbitrary-shaped workload patterns that are anticipated to occur during future time intervals.
This optimization problem can be shown to be NP-hard [13] . Thus, RBA* and OBA are heuristic algorithms that compute near-optimal resource allocations-i.e., resource allocations that will yield near-optimal aggregate application benefit and missed deadline ratio-in polynomial-time.
The RBA* algorithm analyzes response times of application subtasks to compute resource allocation decisions. Hence, the algorithm is named: Response Time AnalysisBased Best-effort Resource Allocation (or RBA*). 1 However, due to the complexity involved in analyzing subtask response times when sophisticated scheduling algorithms are used, RBA* incurs a worst-case computational complexity of Oðp 2 m 4 n 4 dW =ke 4 Þ under the DASA scheduler [15] ,
given n tasks, a maximum of m subtasks per task, p processors, a minimum task period of k, and an adaptation window of length W . Furthermore, we show that, given N subtask arrivals, the amortized complexity of the most computationally expensive component of RBA* under DASA is O N 2 ð Þ. The OBA algorithm, on the other hand, analyzes processor overload situations in computing its resource allocation decisions. Hence, the algorithm is named: Overload Analysis-Based Best-Effort Resource Allocation (or OBA). Since analyzing processor overloads is schedulerindependent and relatively less expensive than analyzing subtask response times, OBA incurs a better worst-case complexity of Oðp 2 m 2 n 2 dW =ke 2 logðmndW=keÞÞ. Furthermore, we show that the amortized complexity of OBA's counterpart procedure to RBA*'s most computationally expensive component is only O log N ð Þ. Thus, OBA is significantly faster than RBA*.
Though OBA is faster than RBA*, we hypothesize that OBA may perform worse than RBA*, especially during overload situations-conditions we are clearly interested in due to the asynchronous nature of the applications that we consider. Our hypothesis is based on the fact that response times of subtasks accurately match the subtask behavior under all situations. Thus, RBA* exploits this knowledge and determines resource allocations that accurately match the application-needs under all situations. OBA, on the other hand, determines allocations by identifying overloaded processors and avoiding such processors. Thus, if there are no underloaded processors, the algorithm stops allocating resources, causing the algorithm to effectively allocate resources for a smaller range of workload situations than that of RBA*.
Thus, to study the relative performance of the algorithms under a broad range of workload situations, we conduct benchmark-driven experiments. The experimental results reveal that RBA* produces higher aggregate benefit and lower missed deadline ratio than OBA, confirming our intuition that accurate response time analysis can lead to better allocation decisions.
Thus, the major contribution of the paper is the RBA* and OBA algorithms that seek to maximize aggregate application benefit and minimize aggregate application missed deadline ratio in asynchronous real-time distributed systems through proactive resource allocation. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any work that solves the problem solved by RBA* and OBA.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sections 2, 3, and 4 present our application, adaptation, and system models, respectively. We discuss the objectives of the work and informally state the problem that we solve in this paper in Section 5. Section 6 presents RBA*; the heuristics employed by the algorithm and the rationale behind the heuristics. We analyze the worst-case and amortized computational complexities of RBA* in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. In Section 9, we present the OBA algorithm; the heuristics employed by OBA and the rationale behind the heuristics. We analyze the worst-case and amortized computational complexities of OBA in Sections 10 and 11, respectively. We discuss the experimental evaluation of the algorithms in Section 12. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary of the work, its contributions, and future work in Section 13.
APPLICATION MODEL

Task Model
Our application task model is motivated by the US Navy's Anti-Air Warfare (AAW) air-defense system [16] . The application is assumed to consists of a set of periodic and aperiodic tasks. We denote the set of tasks in the application by the set T ¼ fT 1 ; T 2 ; T 3 . . . ; T n g, where a task is either periodic or aperiodic.
Each aperiodic task T j has a "triggering" periodic task T k that triggers its execution. After a periodic task T k completes its execution, it may generate zero or more number of events that trigger the execution of the corresponding aperiodic task T j .
The period of a task T i is denoted as periodðT i Þ, if T i is periodic. If T i is aperiodic, periodðT i Þ denotes the period of the periodic task that triggers task T i . The periods of periodic tasks need not be the same and can be different for different tasks.
Each task T i is assumed to consist of a set of subtasks (executable programs) which execute in a "serial" fashion. We use the notation T i ¼ ½st 
Timing Requirements
We use Jensen's benefit functions for expressing application timeliness requirements [3] . We assume "step" benefit functions for all tasks, such as the one shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, completing a task any time before its deadline will result in uniform benefit; completing it after the deadline will result in zero benefit. We denote the benefit of a task T i -the height of T i 's benefit function-as BðT i Þ and the deadline of a task T i as dlðT i Þ, respectively.
We consider benefit functions for specifying timeliness requirements as they allow specification of timeliness requirements of a broad spectrum of real-time applications -in particular, asynchronous ones-in a unified way. Furthermore, benefit functions allow resource allocation objectives to be specified as optimization criteria (e.g., maximize aggregate benefit), which also encompass the classical hard real-time objective of satisfiability, i.e., satisfy all timing constraints. We believe that the ability to specify resource allocation objectives as optimization criteria is central to the construction of asynchronous real-time distributed systems as satisfiability objectives are impractical for such systems due to their inherent uncertainties (as discussed previously).
Application Workloads and Profile-Functions
We regard the workload of a subtask and that of an intersubtask message as the number of data objects that the subtask needs to process and the message needs to transport, respectively. Our motivation for such a model is due to the fact that the number of sensor reports and aperiodic events (or "data objects") processed and transmitted by subtasks and messages, respectively, constitute the most significant part of the application workload in many asynchronous real-time distributed systems [16] , [17] , [18] . Furthermore, the major element of uncertainty in the processing and communication latencies in these systems is due to the uncertainty in the number of sensor reports and aperiodic events that the application has to process as they are dependent upon the applications' external environment.
We assume that application-profile functions that can estimate subtask execution times as a function of data objects are available. The profile functions can be determined by application profiling and measurement, as described in [19] , [20] . Note that we are only assuming that subtask-profile functions are available, but the parameters of the functions-the number of data objects-are unknown.
We denote the estimated execution time of a subtask st i j for processing d data objects as eexðst i j ; dÞ. Furthermore, we denote the transmission latency of a message m i j to transport d data objects as ecdðm i j ; dÞ. The message transmission latency is the ratio of the size of the message-i.e., size of the total data objects transported by the message-to the physical throughput of the network.
ADAPTATION MODEL
We assume an adaptation model for the application where subtasks of tasks can be replicated at runtime. The idea behind replication of subtasks is that, once a subtask is replicated, replicas of the subtask can share the workload that was processed by the original subtask. Furthermore, concurrency can be exploited by executing the replicas on different processors and, thereby, the end-to-end task response time can be reduced. Thus, replication is allowed as a means to reduce task response times when task workloads increase at runtime.
Of course, when subtasks are replicated and the workload is shared between the replicas, this may increase communication latencies on switched networks-our target platform-due to the increased contention that the messages may now experience at the switch (since there are additional messages that now flow into and out of the replicas). Thus, an important goal for RBA* and OBA is to replicate subtasks 1) only to the extent that any decrease in subtask execution latencies is not offset by increase in communication latencies and 2) sufficiently to the extent that the aggregate application benefit can be maximized as much as possible under fluctuating workloads.
For simplicity in the design of the application and the resulting application model, we assume that the workload of a subtask is equally distributed among all its replicas.
The state consistency of the subtask replicas is not considered in this work as we assume that the tasks process data objects that are "continuous" in the sense that their values are obtained directly from a sensor in the application environment or computed from values of other such objects. The replicas are thus assumed to be temporally consistent without applying every change in value due to the continuity of physical phenomena.
Adaptation Functions
We propose adaptation functions for expressing anticipated workload scenarios of the application during future time intervals. The adaptation functions describe the anticipated application workload as a function of the time (or a reference point such as task period) at which it is anticipated to occur. The functions can have arbitrary shapes and are user-specified for each task. We regard the origin of the functions' axes as the start time of the expected scenario for the workload. The function is specified for a fixed duration of time into the future.
The anticipated workload scenarios-and thus the adaptation functions-may be dynamically modified as and when the user's perception regarding the future workload changes. Specification of the functions and the enactment of the functions (as and when desired) will trigger proactive resource allocation.
We regard adaptation functions as being derived from the requirements and operational scenarios of the application. An example adaptation function is shown in Fig. 2 .
In this work, we use task periods as reference points for describing anticipated workloads. Thus, we denote the anticipated workload of a task T i during a period p as AdaptðT i ; pÞ. For a periodic task, the anticipated workload is defined as the number of data objects that are anticipated during a task period. For an aperiodic task, the anticipated workload is defined as the number of events that the triggering periodic task (of the aperiodic task) is anticipated to produce at the end of its period. The anticipated workload is assumed to be a constant during the task period, but may be different for different periods.
Note that the anticipated workload is not a necessity for resource allocation. If the anticipated workload is not available, resource allocation can still be done by using either 1) the workload that was observed during past time intervals or 2) a projected workload from the past workloads. Thus, it is important to note that resource allocation is independent of adaptation functions. If the functions are available, they will facilitate user-specified adaptation of the system. We believe that this "human-in-the-loop" approach with the concept of adaptation functions will enable strategic allocation of resources that will yield greater system utility.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a single-segment switched Ethernet network, where end-hosts are interconnected through a centralized switch as our target platform. Each host is connected to the switch using a full-duplex Ethernet link (IEEE 802.3) and to a port at the switch that is dedicated for the host. Thus, the link between each host and the switch is a dedicated link for simultaneous two-way communication between the host and the switch.
A message that is sent from an application subtask is first packetized on the host of the subtask. The message packets are then transmitted from the host to the switch. The switch is assumed to maintain a list of packet ready-queues, one queue per host. Each queue stores the packets that are destined for the corresponding host. When the outgoing link from the switch to a destination host becomes free for transmission, the switch uses a packet-scheduling algorithm that selects a packet for transmission from the packet readyqueue of the host.
We denote the set of processors of the end-hosts by the set P R ¼ p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; . . . ; p p È É . We assume that the clocks of the processors are synchronized using an algorithm such as [21] . Furthermore, we use the nonpreemptive version of the process-scheduling algorithm used at the processors for scheduling packets at the switch. This is done for system homogeneity and the consequent simplicity that we obtain in the system model.
For process scheduling and packet scheduling, we consider best-effort real-time scheduling algorithms including DASA [15] , LBESA [22] , RED [23] , and RHD [24] . We consider best-effort algorithms as they are shown to outperform EDF [25] during overloaded situations and perform the same as EDF during underloaded situations where EDF is optimal [15] , [22] , [24] .
THE OBJECTIVES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Given the application, adaptation, and system models described in Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively, our objective is to maximize the aggregate task benefit and minimize the aggregate task missed deadline ratio during the future time window of the task adaptation functions.
We define the aggregate task benefit as the sum of the benefit accrued by the execution of each task during the future time window. We define the aggregate task missed deadline ratio as the ratio of the number of task executions during the future time window that missed their deadlines to the total number of task executions during the window. Note that, during the future time window, each task may execute multiple times.
Thus, the problem that we are solving in this paper can be informally stated as follows:
Given adaptation functions for each task in the application that may have arbitrary shapes and thus define an arbitrary task workload, what is the number of replicas needed for each subtask (of each task) for each possible execution? Furthermore, what is the processor assignment for executing the replicas such that the resulting resource allocation will maximize the aggregate task benefit and minimize the aggregate task missed deadline ratio, during the future time window of the task adaptation functions?
We show that this problem is NP-hard in [13] . Thus, RBA* and OBA are heuristic algorithms that solve the problem in polynomial-time, but do not necessarily determine the number of subtask replicas and their processor assignment that will yield the maximum aggregate task benefit and minimum aggregate task missed deadline ratio.
THE RBA* ALGORITHM: HEURISTICS AND RATIONALE
Since the objective of resource allocation is to maximize aggregate benefit and minimize aggregate missed deadline ratio, the desired properties of the RBA* algorithm include:
1. Allocate resources in the decreasing order of task benefits. By doing so, we increase the possibility of maximizing aggregate benefit as the task selected next for resource allocation is always the one with the largest benefit among the unallocated tasks. 2. Allocate resources for each task until its deadline is satisfied. By doing so, we maximize the possibility of minimizing the aggregate task missed deadline ratio. Furthermore, there is no reason to allocate resources for a task once its deadline is satisfied since the task benefit functions are step-functions that yield zero benefit after the deadline. 3. Deallocate resources for a task if its deadline cannot be satisfied. By doing so, we save system resources which can be potentially used for satisfying deadlines of lower benefit tasks. This will increase the possibility of satisfying the deadlines of greater number of lower benefit tasks, resulting in potential contributions of nonzero benefit from them toward aggregate task benefit.
4. Deallocate resources for a task at any point in time during the resource allocation process if timeliness of a higher benefit task is adversely affected. Observe that, when resources are being allocated for a task, we may reach a point before the satisfaction of the task deadline after which any more increase in resources for the task may negatively affect the timeliness of higher benefit tasks, decreasing the aggregate task benefit that is accrued so far. At such points, it is not obvious what choice--whether to continue the allocation for the task or to stop and deallocate-can yield higher aggregate benefit. For example, it may be possible that continuing the resource allocation for the task may eventually satisfy its deadline (at the expense of one or more higher benefit tasks). Furthermore, this may also satisfy the deadlines of a greater number of lower benefit tasks, resulting in greater aggregate task benefit than the benefit that would be achieved if we were to deallocate the task and proceed to the next lower benefit task. At such points of "diminishing returns," RBA* makes the choice of deallocating all resources allocated to the task so far. The rationale behind this choice is that, since it is not clear how many higher benefit tasks will have to "pay" for satisfying the task deadline, it may be best not to "disturb" the aggregate benefit that is accrued so far. Moreover, since resources are always allocated in decreasing order of task benefits, the chances of obtaining a higher aggregate benefit is higher by satisfying as many high benefit tasks as possible.
5.
Decompose task-level resource allocation problem into subtask-level resource allocation problems. The rationale behind this heuristic is that solving a task-level resource allocation problem such as determining the replica needs of subtasks of a task and their end-hosts that will satisfy the task deadline will require a holistic analysis of the system. This can be computationally expensive. Therefore, by decomposing the problem into subproblems and solving the subproblems, we seek to reduce the overhead of computing a nearoptimal solution. Since we are focusing on stepbenefit functions for tasks, the decomposition can be done by assigning deadlines to subtasks and messages of a task from the task deadline in such a way that if all subtasks and messages of the task can meet their respective deadlines, then the task will be able to meet its deadline. Using this heuristic, we can now determine the replica needs of a task that will satisfy the task deadline by determining the replica needs of subtasks of the task that will satisfy the subtask deadlines. Thus, RBA* performs resource allocation according to the heuristic choices discussed here. We now summarize the algorithm as follows: RBA* performs resource allocation when user-modifications to adaptation functions of application tasks are detected. Since the anticipated workload may be different for different task periods in the time window specified by the adaptation functions, the algorithm allocates resources for each period in the time window of the adaptation functions, starting from the earliest period and proceeding to the latest.
When triggered, the algorithm first sorts all tasks according to their benefits. For each task and for each adaptation period (in decreasing order of task benefits and period occurrences, respectively), RBA* determines the number of replicas needed for each subtask of the task and their processor assignment that will satisfy the subtask deadline for the current period. While computing the number of replicas for the subtask of a task, if the timeliness of a higher benefit task is affected or if the task is found to be infeasible, the algorithm deallocates all allocated replicas and proceeds to the next adaptation period.
The pseudocode of RBA* at the highest level of abstraction is shown in Fig. 3 .
To efficiently determine the next task with the highest benefit for resource allocation, the algorithm initially constructs a heap for the task set, which has task benefit as key values of the heap nodes. This enables the algorithm to (efficiently) determine the next task for allocation by performing an "Extract-Max" operation on the heap.
We now discuss how RBA* determines the number of replicas for a subtask and their processor assignment in the subsections that follow. Section 6.1 discusses how RBA* assigns deadlines to subtasks and messages from the task deadline. To determine the number of replicas needed for a subtask that will satisfy the subtask deadline, RBA* analyzes subtask response times. We discuss the steps involved in determining subtask response times in Section 6.2 and present a response time analysis algorithm in Section 6.3. Finally, we present the algorithm that determines the number of subtask replicas and their processors in Section 6.4.
Deadline Assignment of Subtasks and Messages
The problem of subtask and message deadline assignment from task deadlines has been studied in a different context [26] . The equal flexibility (EQF) strategy presented in [26] assigns deadlines to subtasks and messages from the task deadline in a way that is proportional to subtask execution times and message communication delays, respectively. The (relative) deadline of a subtask (or that of a message) is simply the sum of the execution time of the subtask (or the communication delay of the message) and a slack value. EQF defines the slack value for a subtask (or that of a message) as a percentage of the total available slack for the subtask (or the message).
The total available slack for a subtask (or a message) is simply the difference between the task deadline and the sum of the execution times and communication delays of all subtasks and messages that "succeed" the subtask (or the message) in the task structure. (Recall that we are assuming a "serial" structure for the task). The execution times and communication delays of subtasks and messages that precede the subtask (or the message) in the task structure are not considered in the total available slack since these latencies would already be incurred by the time the subtask starts execution (or the message starts transmission). Now, the slack value for a subtask (or that of a message) is defined as a percentage of the total available slack for the subtask (or the message), where the percentage is the ratio of the subtask execution time (or the message communication delay) to the sum of the execution times and communication delays of all subtasks and messages that succeed the subtask (or the message) in the task structure. Thus, the higher the subtask execution time (or message communication delay), the higher will be the ratio, the higher will be the percentage, the higher will be the slack value, and the higher will be the subtask (or message) deadline.
RBA* uses EQF in the following way: The algorithm estimates subtask execution times and message communication delays using application-profile functions for an user-anticipated workload. The estimated execution times and message delays are then used to assign subtask and message deadlines, according to EQF, respectively.
Thus, the deadline of a subtask st k i for a workload of d is given by:
The deadline of a message m k i for a workload of d is given by:
Besides assigning deadlines to subtasks and messages from the task deadline, we also need to map task-level benefit into benefit values for subtasks and message-packets of the task. This is because best-effort scheduling algorithms such as DASA, LBESA, and RED that we are considering in this work use benefit values of subtasks and messagepackets in making their scheduling decisions. Thus, we define the benefit of a subtask and that of a message-packet as simply the benefit of its parent task.
Estimating Subtask Response Time
The response time of a subtask st j i of a task T j under fixed priority schedulers is given by the classical equation
, where R j i is the subtask response time, C j i is the subtask execution time, and I j i is the interference that the subtask experiences from other subtasks [27] . However, this equation is insufficient for best-effort real-time schedulers such as DASA and LBESA that we are considering in this work as they make decisions at each scheduling event that are functions of the remaining subtask execution times at the event. The remaining execution time of a subtask at a given time instant is the difference between the total execution time of the subtask and the time that the subtask has already spent being executed on the processor up to the time instant.
To determine the response time of a subtask on a processor, we need to know the scheduling events, which are the time instants at which the scheduler has to select a subtask from the ready queue. The scheduling events include the arrival times and completion times of the subtasks.
To determine subtask arrival times, we assume the following:
. A1: Each periodic task arrives at the beginning of its period; . A2: Each aperiodic task arrives when the triggering message from its triggering periodic task arrives; . A3: The response time of a subtask is the longest response time among all its replicas; . A4: A message is assumed to arrive at its destination processor by its deadline assigned using EQF; . A5: The first subtask of a task will arrive at the beginning of the period of its parent task; every other subtask of the task will arrive after the elapse of an interval of time (since the task period) that is equal to the sum of the message delays and subtask response times of all predecessor messages and all predecessor subtasks of the subtask, respectively. A1 and A2 are straightforward assumptions as they are directly derived from the application model. Recall that the application model (see Section 2) assumes that an aperiodic task is triggered upon the completion of the execution of its triggering periodic task.
Assumption A3 is reasonable as all data objects passed to a subtask will be processed by the longest response time of the replicas of the subtask.
A4 is a pessimistic assumption, as it implies that all messages incur their worst-case communication delays (if they were to arrive by their deadlines). However, it is important to observe that the exact delay incurred by a message will depend upon, among other factors, the contention that the message experiences at the outgoing queue at the sender processor and at the switch. To determine this, we would need to determine all messages that are present at the sender processor and at the switch at the time instants when the message is generated at the sender processor and arrives at the switch, respectively. This would require a holistic analysis of the system, which can be computationally expensive. Thus, to reduce the computational overhead, we make the simplifying assumption that all messages arrive by their deadlines.
Assumption A5 is straightforward as it is directly derived from the precedence relationship between subtasks and messages of a task (see Section 2).
Thus, the arrival time of a subtask can be determined as the sum of the response times of all subtasks and deadlines of all messages that precede the subtask (under consideration) and the arrival time of the parent task of the subtask. Thus, given the arrival time of a task T i , the arrival time of a subtask st i j of the task is given by
ResponseT ime st
where ArrivalT ime x ð Þ denotes the arrival time of a subtask or a task x, ResponseT ime x ð Þ denotes the response time of a subtask x, and dl x ð Þ denotes the deadline of a message x. The arrival time of each subtask on a processor can thus be determined and an arrival list can be constructed. Note that the algorithm considers subtasks within a task according to their precedence-order. Therefore, when the algorithm determines the arrival time of a subtask, the response times of its predecessor subtasks would already have been determined.
Our eventual goal is to determine the subtask response times by examining the arrival list in increasing order of arrival times and applying the scheduling algorithm at each arrival time. For this purpose, the arrival list must be sorted according to the arrival times. This can be accomplished by inserting the arrival time of a subtask into an integerordered list at an integer position that corresponds to the subtask arrival time. Thus, when all subtask arrival times are determined and inserted into the list, the list automatically gets ordered according to arrival times.
Once the arrival times of subtasks are determined, RBA* estimates the anticipated workload during each task adaptation period using the task adaptation functions. For aperiodic tasks, the algorithm uses the period of their triggering periodic tasks as the task period. The anticipated workloads are then "plugged into" the application-profile functions to estimate the subtask execution times during the task periods.
The algorithm now estimates the subtask response times by determining the scheduling events that occur during the time window and by applying the scheduling algorithm at each scheduling event to determine the scheduling decision. Note that it is impossible to determine the subtask response times without determining the scheduling events (and the decision made at each event) for algorithms such as DASA and LBESA as their decisions at each event depends on the remaining subtask execution times at the event.
The Subtask Response Time Analysis Algorithm
The pseudocode of the subtask response time analysis algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . The procedure RBA_AnalyzeResponse accepts a subtask s, a task period p, a processor q on which the response time of s needs to be determined, and the workload of the subtask as its arguments. It computes the response time of the subtask s during the period p on the processor q. As a byproduct, the procedure determines the response times of all subtasks that are assigned to processor q. It then compares the subtasks' response times with the subtasks' deadlines. If all subtasks satisfy their deadlines, the procedure returns the response time of the subtask s. If any subtask is found to miss its deadline, the algorithm returns a "failure" value, indicating that replicating subtask s on processor q will either not satisfy the deadline of s or affect the timeliness of higher benefit tasks.
Note that, whenever the procedure RBA_AnalyzeResponse is invoked for a subtask s for a processor q, all existing subtasks on q will belong to higher benefit tasks than the task of s, since RBA* allocates replicas to tasks in decreasing order of their benefits.
Determining Number of Subtask Replicas and Their Processors
To determine the number of replicas that are needed for a subtask and their processors, RBA* first analyzes the response time of the subtask on its current processor. If the subtask response time is found to be less than the subtask deadline and the timeliness of subtasks of higher benefit tasks are not found to be affected, the algorithm concludes that the single replica of the subtask on its current processor is enough to satisfy the subtask deadline.
On the other hand, if the subtask response time is found to be larger than the subtask deadline or if executing the subtask on its current processor is found to cause one or more subtasks of higher benefit tasks to miss their deadlines, RBA* reduces the workload of the subtask by replication. The algorithm considers a second replica for the subtask which will reduce the workload of the existing replica by half.
To determine the processor for executing the second replica, RBA* analyzes the subtask response time for processing half the subtask workload on each of the processors, excluding the processor of the first replica, using the subtask response time analysis algorithm described in Section 6.3. The processor that gives the shortest response time is selected for the second replica.
The algorithm now recomputes the response time of the first replica (on its processor) for processing half the workload since the second replica will now process the other half of the workload. If the response times of both the replicas are found to be less than the subtask deadline and the execution of the replicas on their respective processors are not found to affect the timeliness of higher benefit tasks, then two replicas are considered to be sufficient by the algorithm. Otherwise, the algorithm considers a third replica and repeats the process. RBA* repeats the process until each replica is able to satisfy the subtask deadline. Note that, as the number of replicas increases, the workload share of each replica will be reduced. Furthermore, every time the algorithm considers adding a new replica, it checks whether the existing ones will be able to satisfy their deadlines under the reduced workload without affecting the timeliness of higher benefit tasks. If the algorithm determines that executing the maximum possible number of replicas for a subtask (which is equal to the number of processors in the system for exploiting maximum concurrency) does not satisfy the subtask deadline, it assumes that the subtask and, hence, the task, will miss their deadlines. Then, RBA* deallocates all replicas allocated to the task as discussed in Section 6. Fig. 5 shows the pseudocode of the algorithm that determines the number of subtask replicas and their processor assignment. The procedure RBA*_DetermineRepli-casProcessors accepts a subtask s, a period i, an anticipated workload l during the period i, and determines the number of replicas for s and their processors. Recall that the procedure RBA*_Algorithm (Fig. 3) invokes the procedure RBA*_DetermineReplicasProcessors for all subtask executions during the future adaptation window.
WORST-CASE COMPLEXITY OF RBA*
To analyze the worst-case computational complexity of RBA*, we consider n tasks, p processors, a maximum of m subtasks for a task (thus, in the worst-case, all n tasks will have m subtasks), a smallest task period of k (thus, in the worst-case, all n tasks will have a period k), and an adaptation window of length W .
The worst-case complexity of the RBA*_Algorithm procedure depends upon the complexity of the procedure RBA*_DetermineReplicasProcessors. The complexity of RBA*_DetermineReplicasProcessors depends on the procedure RBA_AnalyzeResponse that determines the response time of a subtask.
We now discuss the complexity of each of these procedures in the subsections that follow.
Complexity of RBA_AnalyzeResponse
The complexity of RBA_AnalyzeResponse consists of two components. First, given a subtask and a processor on which the subtask response time needs to be determined, procedure RBA_AnalyzeResponse constructs an arrival list for all subtasks on the processor. Second, for each subtask in the constructed arrival list, the procedure then invokes the scheduler for each of its arrivals and departures within the length of the adaptation function. Thus, the cost of RBA_AnalyzeResponse is simply the sum of the cost of constructing the arrival list and the cost of invoking the scheduler for each scheduling event, i.e., for each arrival and termination event of a subtask.
Arrival List Construction
Since a subtask can be replicated for a maximum of p times and since RBA* does not assign two or more replicas of the same subtask on the same processor, the maximum number of subtask replicas that can be assigned by RBA* to a processor is mn, i.e., all m subtasks of a task Â n tasks. Each of the mn subtasks can arrive during all the periods of its parent task throughout the adaptation function window W . The largest possible number of arrivals of a subtask is therefore dW=ke. Thus, the largest arrival list will have a size of mndW=ke.
To construct the arrival list, RBA_AnalyzeResponse determines the arrival time of each replica on the processor. To determine the arrival time of a replica, RBA_AnalyzeResponse examines each predecessor subtask and message of the replica. Thus, the cost of determining the arrival time of a single replica involves examining d predecessor subtasks and d predecessor messages, incurring a total cost of O d ð Þ, where d is the number of the predecessor subtasks of the subtask under consideration.
Once the arrival time of a subtask is determined, the procedure RBA_AnalyzeResponse inserts the subtask arrival time into a heap using a key value that corresponds to the subtask arrival time. Recall that the largest list size was determined to be mndW=ke. The insertion cost for a heap is O log mndW=ke ð Þ ð Þ . Thus, the cost of constructing the ordered arrival list for all the mndW =ke subtask arrivals on a processor is given by mndW =ke
Þ . This cost becomes O mdndW=ke þ mndW=ke log mndW=ke ð Þ ð Þ .
Response Time Analysis
The response time analysis is performed by invoking the scheduler at each subtask arrival and departure. The cost of invoking the scheduler is obviously dependent on the scheduling algorithm employed. If we consider the DASA/ND algorithm (i.e., DASA when subtasks have no dependencies), then the cost of computing a scheduling decision, given r processes in the ready queue of the processor is O r 2 ð Þ [15] , [13] . Since we can have up to mndW=ke arrivals on a processor in the worst-case, the cost of invoking DASA/ND for a single scheduling event is Oðm 2 n 2 dW =ke 2 Þ. Before invoking DASA/ND, the next subtask arrival must be extracted from the heap, which costs OðlogðmndW=keÞÞ. Thus, the sequence of extracting the next subtask arrival from the heap and invoking DASA/ND algorithm is repeated 2mndW=ke times. The total cost of such scheduler invocations becomes
The complexity of RBA_AnalyzeResponse is the sum of the cost of the arrival list construction and the cost of the scheduler invocations. This is given by
Complexity of RBA*_DetermineReplicasProcessors
The procedure RBA*_DetermineReplicasProcessors determines the number of replicas and processors needed for a given subtask in an iterative manner by starting with a single replica and incrementing until the maximum possible number of replicas (equal to the number of processors, p) is reached. During each iterative step, the procedure invokes RBA_AnalyzeResponse a maximum of p times to determine the response time of the replica (considered in the step) on all p processors. Thus, the procedure RBA*_DetermineReplicasProcessors invokes the procedure RBA_AnalyzeResponse p 2 number of times and has a complexity of p 2 Â Oðm 3 n 3 dW=ke 3 Þ, which is Oðp 2 m 3 n 3 dW=ke 3 Þ.
Complexity of RBA*_Algorithm
The complexity of the RBA*_Algorithm has two components. First, the RBA*_Algorithm constructs a heap that uses task benefits as the key values. Second, it invokes RBA*_DetermineReplicasProcessors for each subtask (of each task) and for each period. The cost of building the heap for n tasks is O n ð Þ. Given n tasks, a maximum of m subtasks per task, and a minimum period of k for each task, RBA*_DetermineReplicas Processors is invoked mndW =ke times by the RBA*_Algo-rithm. Before invoking RBA*_DetermineReplicasProcessors, the next highest benefit task needs to be extracted from the heap. The cost of an "Extract-Max" heap operation is O log n ð Þ. Therefore, the cost of the second component is
The worst-case complexity of RBA*_Algorithm is the sum of the cost of the two components, which is OðnÞ þ Oðp 2 m 4 n 4 dW=ke 4 Þ. This becomes Oðp 2 m 4 n 4 dW=ke 4 Þ.
AMORTIZED COMPLEXITY OF RBA_ANALYZERESPONSE
We now analyze the amortized complexity of the RBA_ AnalyzeResponse procedure since it is the most computationally intensive component of the RBA* algorithm. We consider the amortized complexity to get a more "realistic" sense of the cost of the RBA_AnalyzeResponse procedure and for comparing this cost with that of the counterpart procedure of the OBA algorithm.
Recall that the RBA_AnalyzeResponse procedure invokes the procedure LocalScheduler (which represents the underlying scheduling algorithm) for determining schedulerdecisions (see Fig. 4 ). In analyzing the amortized complexity of RBA_AnalyzeResponse, we consider DASA/ ND as the underlying scheduling algorithm.
Given r processes in the ready-queue, the total cost of the DASA/ND algorithm is O r 2 ð Þ [15], [13] . As discussed in Section 7, the cost of RBA_Analyze Response consists of two components: 1) constructing the heap with subtask arrival times as key values and 2) analyzing subtask response times.
Given N subtask arrivals, the total number of steps required for constructing the subtask arrival time heap is P N k¼1 log k steps because it costs Oðlog kÞ to insert the kth element in the heap.
For analyzing subtask response times, DASA/ND is called 2N times. The worst-case occurs when none of the N processes terminate until all of them arrive. In such a situation, the queue size increases whenever a process arrives until it becomes N. Then, the first termination occurs. At that time, DASA/ND will be invoked for N processes in the ready queue. Then, the number of processes in the queue decreases until the queue becomes empty.
The cost of extracting the kth element and then invoking DASA/ND with no process leaving the ready queue until the N processes arrive is given by
2 is the cost of invoking DASA/ND for k processes and log N À k ð Þ is the cost of extracting the kth element from the heap. The cost of invoking DASA/ ND at each of the terminations is P 1 k¼N k 2 steps. Thus, the total number of steps performed by RBA_Analyze Response is
The amortized complexity of RBA_AnalyzeResponse is given by ð1=NÞ times the total number of steps performed. This becomes
The dominant term in the numerator here is
Thus, the amortized complexity of RBA_Analyze Response is given by ð1=NÞ Â OðN 3 Þ, which is OðN 2 Þ.
THE OBA ALGORITHM: HEURISTICS AND RATIONALE
A careful observation of the RBA* algorithm reveals that the algorithm is computationally complex. In fact, the procedure that costs RBA* the most is the subtask response time analysis procedure, i.e., RBA_AnalyzeResponse. Recall that RBA_ AnalyzeResponse analyzes the response time of a subtask on a given processor and for a given workload by constructing an arrival list for all subtasks on the processor and invoking the scheduling algorithm for each subtask arrival and completion during the length of the adaptation window. Here, the complexity of the procedure is dominated by the complexity of invoking the scheduling algorithm for all the scheduling events, i.e., Oðm 3 n 3 dW =ke 3 Þ. Thus, we now would like to design a much faster algorithm that achieves the same objectives as that of RBA*. A careful observation again reveals that we can avoid the "scheduler-execution" performed by RBA*. Instead, we can conduct an overload test on the processor. RBA*'s objective of invoking the scheduler is to determine the subtask feasibility, which is done by determining the subtask response time and comparing the response time against the subtask deadline. We can also determine the subtask feasibility by doing an overload test on the processor.
If a processor is underloaded, then, clearly, the subtask must be able to complete its execution by its deadline as best-effort real-time scheduling algorithms "mimic" EDF during underloaded situations, where EDF guarantees all deadlines. So, if a processor is underloaded, we can conclude that the processor is a "good" candidate for the subtask for the workload that the subtask has to process.
On the other hand, if a processor is overloaded, then it implies that one or more subtasks will miss their deadlines. We can then reduce the workload share of the subtask by considering a replica for the subtask. The subtask feasibility can then again be determined through the overload test and the whole procedure can be repeated in a way similar to that of RBA*. We call this new algorithm Overload Analysis-Based Best-Effort Resource Allocation (or OBA).
Given N subtask arrivals on a processor that are deadlineordered, we can perform the overload test in O N ð Þ time [23] , [15] . Thus, the cost of performing the overload test on a processor, given mndW=ke subtask arrivals on the processor in the worst-case is given by OðmndW=keÞ, assuming that we are given a deadline-ordered subtask arrival list. Recall from Section 7 that the complexity of RBA_AnalyzeResponse includes 1) the complexity of arrival list construction and 2) the complexity of response time analysis. Thus, the complexity of OBA's counterpart procedure to RBA_Analyze Response becomes equal to the sum of the cost of constructing the deadline-ordered subtask list and the cost of performing the overload test.
We can easily modify the procedure RBA_Analyze Response so that it constructs the subtask arrival list that is ordered by subtask deadlines instead of arrival times at a cost of OðmndW=ke logðmndW=keÞÞ using heaps. Therefore, the total cost of OBA's version of the RBA_AnalyzeResponse procedure becomes OðmndW=ke logðmndW=keÞÞ. This cost will significantly speed up OBA with respect to RBA*, which had a cost of Oðm 3 n 3 dW=ke 3 Þ for the procedure RBA_AnalyzeResponse when DASA/ND is used as the underlying scheduling algorithm at all end-host processors.
2 Thus, at the highest level of abstraction, OBA follows the exact same steps as that of RBA*. The pseudocode of OBA at the highest level of abstraction is shown in Fig. 6 . OBA differs from RBA only in the way in which it determines the number of replicas needed for each subtask (of each task) and their processor assignment.
We now discuss how OBA performs the overload test and how it determines the number of subtask replicas and their processor assignment in the subsections that follow.
Overload Analysis
To determine whether the presence of a subtask on a processor will result in an overload on the processor, OBA first constructs a list of subtask arrival times similar to the one constructed by RBA*'s RBA_AnalyzeResponse procedure (Section 6.2), except that the list is deadline-ordered. As discussed in Section 6.2, the algorithm constructs a deadline-ordered list by inserting a subtask arrival event into an integer-ordered list at the subtask deadline position once it determines the arrival time of a subtask.
Once the deadline-ordered arrival list is constructed, OBA examines the subtask deadlines in the arrival list in increasing order of deadlines. For each subtask deadline d i , the algorithm computes the sum of the remaining execution times of all subtasks having deadlines less than d i and compares the sum against d i . If the sum is greater than the deadline d i for any deadline, then there exists an overload on the processor as it indicates that there exists at least one subtask on the processor that is unable to complete before its deadline (i.e., the subtask demand exceeds the available processor-time). If the sum is less than the subtask deadline for each deadline, then the processor is underloaded as all subtasks can complete before their deadlines (i.e., the total processor-time demand of the subtasks is less than the available processor time). Fig. 7 shows the pseudocode of OBA's overload-test procedure called OBA_OverloadCheck, which determines whether executing a subtask replica s on a processor q during the subtask period p will cause an overload situation on q. The procedure starts by constructing the subtask arrival list similar to the way RBA_AnalyzeResponse constructs its arrival list. After the list is constructed, the overload test is run in a single pass over the list. The procedure returns a SUCCESS value if no overload is detected. Otherwise, it returns a FAILURE value.
Determining the Number of Subtask Replicas and Their Processors
To determine the number of replicas that are needed for a subtask and their processors, OBA first checks whether there is an overload on the processor where the subtask is currently assigned. If no overload is detected, the algorithm concludes that the (single replica of the) subtask can process the entire subtask workload on its current processor, complete its execution before the subtask deadline (since no overload is detected on the processor, all subtasks must be able to compete by their deadlines), and thus cannot affect the timeliness of higher benefit tasks. 3 Thus, by detecting an underload on a processor, OBA makes the same conclusions as that made by RBA* regarding subtask feasibility and interference on timeliness of higher benefit tasks.
On the other hand, if an overload is detected on the processor of the subtask, OBA reduces the workload of the subtask by replication. The algorithm considers a second replica for the subtask on a processor that does not have the existing subtask replica assigned to it. Note that by considering a second replica for the subtask, we reduce the workload share of each of the two replicas and thereby reduce the execution times of the replicas. This may resolve the overload situation on the processors of the replicas.
The algorithm now tests for overload on the processors. If no overload is detected on both of the processors of the replicas, the algorithm concludes that two replicas are sufficient to satisfy the subtask deadline. Otherwise, OBA considers yet another replica for the subtask.
The algorithm thus repeats the process of replicating and overload testing until either 1) no overload is detected on any of the processors of the subtask replicas or 2) the maximum possible number of replicas for the subtask (equal to the number of processors in the system, for exploiting maximum concurrency) is reached. If executing the maximum number of replicas for a subtask does not resolve the overload situation and thus does not satisfy the subtask deadline, then OBA deallocates the task, as discussed in Section 6. Fig. 8 shows the pseudocode of the procedure OBA_ DetermineReplicasProcessors that determines the number of replicas necessary for each subtask and their processors. This procedure calls the procedure OBA_OverloadCheck (Fig. 7) to test processor overloads during the resource allocation process. Recall that the main procedure of the OBA algorithm, OBA_Algorithm (Fig. 6 ) invokes the procedure OBA_DetermineReplicasProcessors for each subtask execution during the future time window.
WORST-CASE COMPLEXITY OF OBA
The analysis of the worst-case computational complexity of OBA is similar to that of RBA*. OBA's complexity depends upon the complexity of the procedure OBA_Determine ReplicasProcessors. The complexity of OBA_DetermineReplicas Processors depends upon the complexity of the procedure OBA_OverloadCheck.
As discussed in Section 9, the complexity of OBA_ OverloadCheck is equal to the sum of the cost of constructing the heap using subtask deadlines as key values and the cost of performing the overload test. The cost for constructing the subtask-deadline heap is OðmndW =ke logðmndW=keÞÞ since we use the same approach used by procedure RBA_AnalyzeResponse. Note that the term mdndW =ke does not appear here because the algorithm does not need to compute the arrival times of the subtasks. It only needs the absolute deadlines to perform the overload test.
Given the deadline heap, OBA tests for overload by making a single pass. Each subtask deadline is examined in its increasing order and the cumulative sum of the remaining execution times of all subtasks with lesser deadlines is compared to the current deadline. It costs logðmndW=keÞ to extract and delete the earliest deadline subtask from the heap. Since this process is repeated for all the mndW=ke nodes of the heap, the cost of the overload 3. Note that, whenever we consider the execution of a subtask replica s on a processor q and test for overload on q, all existing subtasks on q must belong to higher benefit tasks than the task of s since OBA allocates replicas to tasks in decreasing order of their benefits.
test is OðmndW=ke logðmndW=keÞÞ. Thus, the total cost of OBA_OverloadCheck is given by
The procedure OBA_DetermineReplicasProcessors determines the number of replicas and their processors that are needed for a given subtask in an iterative manner by starting with a single replica and incrementing until the maximum possible number of replicas (equal to the number of processors, p) is reached. During each iterative step, the procedure invokes OBA_OverloadCheck a maximum of p times to test for overload on all p processors, for the replica considered in the step. Thus, the procedure OBA_Determine ReplicasProcessors invokes the procedure OBA_Overload-Check p 2 number of times and has a complexity of
The cost of the main procedure OBA_Algorithm has two components. First, OBA_Algorithm constructs a heap using task benefits as key values. Second, it invokes OBA_ DetermineReplicasProcessors for each subtask (of each task) and for each period.
The cost of building a heap for n tasks is O n ð Þ. Given n tasks, a maximum of m subtasks per task, and a minimum task period of k, the procedure OBA_Determine ReplicasProcessors is invoked mndW=ke times by OBA_ Algorithm. Before invoking OBA_DetermineReplicasProcessors, the next highest benefit task needs to be extracted from the heap. The cost of an "Extract-Max" heap operation is O log n ð Þ. Therefore, the cost of the second component becomes
The worst-case complexity of OBA_Algorithm is the sum of the cost of the two components, which is 
AMORTIZED COMPLEXITY OF OBA_OVERLOADCHECK
We now analyze the amortized complexity of OBA's OBA_OverloadCheck procedure. Recall that the OBA_ OverloadCheck procedure is OBA's counterpart procedure to RBA*'s RBA_AnalyzeResponse procedure, which was found to be the most computationally expensive component of RBA*. The cost of OBA_OverloadCheck consists of two components: 1) constructing the heap with subtask deadlines as key values and 2) overload testing.
Given N subtask arrivals, the total number of steps required for constructing the subtask-deadline heap is P N k¼1 log k. The overload testing process takes a total of N iterations. During each iteration, the next earliest deadline subtask needs to be extracted from the heap, which costs O log N À k ð Þ ð Þ . Thus, the overload testing component costs
The amortized complexity of OBA_OverloadCheck is therefore ð1=NÞ times the total number of steps performed. This becomes ð1=NÞ Â ½ P N k¼1 log k þ P 1 k¼N logðN À kÞ. Note that both terms in the numerator yield O N log N ð Þ . Thus, the amortized complexity of OBA_OverloadCheck is OðN log NÞ=N ¼ Oðlog NÞ.
We thus note that OBA is faster than RBA*. Though OBA is faster than RBA*, we hypothesize that OBA may perform worse than RBA*, especially during overload situations -conditions we are clearly interested in due to the asynchronous nature of the applications that we consider.
Our hypothesis is based on the fact that response times of subtasks accurately match the subtask behavior under all situations. Thus, RBA* exploits this knowledge and determines resource allocations that accurately match the application-needs under all situations.
OBA, on the other hand, determines allocations by identifying overloaded processors and avoiding such processors. Thus, if there are no underloaded processors, the algorithm stops allocating resources and proceeds to the next task adaptation period. This can cause the algorithm to effectively allocate resources for a smaller range of workload situations than that of RBA*.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In experimentally evaluating RBA* and OBA, our goal is to determine:
1. how RBA* performs under different best-effort realtime scheduling algorithms (for process scheduling and packet scheduling) such as DASA, RED, LBESA, and RHD; 2. the relative performance of RBA* and OBA; and 3. how RBA* and OBA perform when the anticipated workloads specified using adaptation functions differ from the actual workloads. We conducted application-driven simulation studies to evaluate the performance of RBA* and OBA. Details of the application parameters used in our experiments were derived from the DynBench real-time benchmark described in [28] .
We now discuss the experiments and the results in the subsections that follow.
Performance of RBA* under Different Scheduling Algorithms
To evaluate the performance of RBA* under different scheduling algorithms, we considered two adaptation functions that specified two workload patterns: 1) an increasing ramp periodic workload with an increasing ramp aperiodic workload, denoted as "ramp/ramp" workload, and 2) a constant periodic workload with an increasing ramp aperiodic workload, denoted as "constant/ramp" workload.
Recall that the workload of a periodic task during a task period is the number of data objects generated during the period. The workload of an aperiodic task during a period of its triggering periodic task is the number of triggering events generated by its triggering periodic task during the period.
To evaluate the performance of RBA* under the ramp/ ramp workload, we first defined a baseline ramp/ramp adaptation function. The baseline ramp/ramp function is defined by a particular slope and a window length, thus defining a maximum workload for all the periodic and aperiodic tasks for the function. We then conducted an experiment for the baseline ramp/ramp function and measured the total benefit accrued by the execution of all tasks and the missed deadline ratio under RBA* during the experiment, with DASA and RED as the underlying schedulers. This constituted a single data point.
The baseline experiment was then repeated by increasing the slope of the baseline ramp/ramp function and thus generating "increasing ramp/ramp workloads." For each such experiment, we measured the aggregate accrued benefit and the missed deadline ratio. The results of the experiments are shown in Fig. 9 . Note that each data point in the plots was obtained by a single experiment. Thus, the maximum workload of the individual experiments is shown on the x-axis of the plots. The aggregate accrued benefit is shown in Fig. 9a and the missed deadline ratio is shown in Fig. 9b . Fig. 10 shows the performance of RBA* under DASA and RED, under increasing const/ramp workloads. Again, each data point in the plots was obtained by a single experiment and the maximum workload of the individual experiments is shown on the x-axis of the figures. The aggregate accrued benefit is shown in Fig. 10a and the missed deadline ratio is shown in Fig. 10b .
We also measured the aggregate benefit and missed deadline ratio of RBA* under increasing ramp/ramp and const/ramp workloads with LBESA and RHD as the underlying scheduling algorithms. We observed that the performance of RBA* under LBESA and under RHD was very close to that under RED. Therefore, for clarity, we omit the performance of RBA* under LBESA and under RHD from the figures.
From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , we observe that RBA* under DASA produces higher aggregate benefit and lower missed deadline ratio than that under RED, LBESA, and RHD. Thus, the experimental results illustrate the superiority of RBA* under the DASA algorithm.
We believe that this is due to two reasons:
1. RBA* determines its resource allocation decisions by significantly relying on the behavior of the underlying scheduling algorithm. For example, RBA* computes allocations by determining subtask response times, which clearly depends upon how the scheduler makes scheduling decisions. Thus, we conjecture that the performance of RBA* depends upon, to a large extent, the performance of the underlying scheduling algorithm. To verify this hypothesis, we conducted several experiments to study the relative performance of DASA, RED, and RHD [13] . 4 The experiments revealed that DASA outperforms RED and RHD, thereby validating our intuition. Thus, RBA* performs better under DASA than under other scheduling algorithms. 2. RBA* "mimics" DASA at a higher level of abstraction (for resource allocation). For example, RBA* allocates resources to tasks and tests the feasibility of tasks in decreasing order of task benefits. DASA also examines process-phases (or subtasks) and tests schedule-feasibility in decreasing order of benefit densities of process phases. This symmetry in behavior contributes to the better performance of RBA* under DASA than under other algorithms. 4. DASA is shown to outperform EDF and LBESA in [15] .
Relative Performance of RBA* and OBA
Since DASA performed the best among all the scheduling algorithms that we considered, we compared the performance of RBA* and OBA only under DASA. The same experiments of RBA* described in Section 12.1 were repeated for OBA using DASA as the underlying scheduling algorithm at the processors and at the switch. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the performance of OBA-DASA and RBA*-DASA under increasing ramp/ramp workloads and const/ramp workloads, respectively. We observe that RBA*-DASA produces higher aggregate benefit and lower missed deadline ratio than OBA-DASA.
The results shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 thus validate our hypothesis (described in Section 11) that although OBA is faster than RBA*, OBA may perform worse than RBA*.
Performance of RBA* and OBA under Error in Anticipated Workloads
To study how RBA* and OBA perform when the actual workloads differ from the anticipated workloads specified by the adaptation functions, we define a relative load error term. The relative load error term is defined as e r ¼ ðactual load À anticipated loadÞ=anticipated load. Fig. 13a shows the performance of RBA* under a range of relative load errors from À0:9 to þ0:9, under a fixed anticipated workload. A load error of 0:9 means that the actual load is 190 percent of the anticipated load. The y-axis shows the relative change in aggregate benefit. We define the change in aggregate benefit for a certain value of e r as the difference between the aggregate benefit under this value of e r and the aggregate benefit under zero relative load error. The relative change in aggregate benefit is defined as the ratio of the change in aggregate benefit to the aggregate benefit under zero relative load error.
The figure shows that RBA* generally performs better under error when DASA is used as the underlying scheduling algorithm than when RED is used. We attribute this better performance of RBA*-DASA under errors to the same reasons described in Section 12.1. Fig. 13b shows how OBA-DASA performs with respect to RBA*-DASA when the actual workloads differ from the anticipated workloads. From the figure, we observe that RBA* performs better under errors in anticipated workloads than OBA. We regard this better performance of RBA* under errors as a further validation of our hypothesis discussed in Section 11. In this paper, we present two resource allocation algorithms, called RBA* and OBA, for proactive resource allocation in asynchronous real-time distributed systems. The algorithms are proactive in the sense that they allow user-triggered resource allocation for user-specified, arbitrary, application workload patterns. The algorithms consider an application model where application timeliness requirements are expressed using Jensen's benefit functions. Further, we propose adaptation functions to describe the anticipated application workload during future time intervals. Furthermore, we consider an adaptation model where subtasks of application tasks are replicated at runtime for sharing workload increases and a switched real-time Ethernet network. Given such application, adaptation, and system models, our objective is to maximize aggregate application benefit and minimize aggregate missed deadline ratio.
In [13] , we show this problem to be NP-hard. Thus, RBA* and OBA heuristically compute near-optimal resource allocation decisions in polynomial-time. The heuristics employed by the algorithms include allocating resources to higher benefit tasks before lower benefit tasks, not allowing lower benefit tasks to affect timeliness of higher benefit tasks, and decomposing task-level allocation problem into subtasklevel allocation problems. The algorithms differ in the way they solve the subtask-level allocation problem.
While RBA* solves the subtask-level allocation problem by analyzing subtask response times, OBA solves the problem by testing processor overloads. RBA* incurs a worst-case computational complexity of Oðp 2 m 4 n 4 dW=ke 4 Þ under the DASA scheduling algorithm and an amortized complexity of OðN 2 Þ for its most computationally expensive component. OBA, on the other hand, incurs a better worst-case complexity of Oðp 2 m 2 n 2 dW =ke 2 logðmndW=keÞÞ and an amortized complexity of Oðlog NÞ for the procedure that corresponds to RBA*'s most computationally expensive component.
To study the performance of the algorithms, we conduct benchmark-driven experiments. The experimental results reveal that RBA* produces higher aggregate benefit and lower missed deadline ratio when DASA is used for process-scheduling and packet-scheduling than when other scheduling algorithms are used. Furthermore, we observe that RBA* produces higher aggregate benefit and lower missed deadline ratio than OBA.
Thus, the major contribution of the paper is the RBA* and OBA algorithms that seek to maximize aggregate benefit and minimize aggregate missed deadline ratio in asynchronous real-time distributed systems through proactive resource allocation. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any efforts that solve the problem solved by RBA* and OBA. Several aspects of this work are under further investigation. RBA* and OBA are centralized resource allocation algorithms, which may potentially affect their scalability. Furthermore, the adaptation functions that we propose are deterministic in the sense that the user anticipates the future workload without uncertainties (though we experimentally study the algorithm's performance in the presence of uncertainties). It may be possible to define adaptation functions in a probabilistic setting, thereby enabling probabilistic decision-making for adaptation. Furthermore, fault tolerance is a key requirement in asynchronous realtime distributed systems, besides timeliness. All these issues are currently being studied.
